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Abstract: Estimation of the impact before, or shortly 

after, damaging earthquakes provides first responders 

and other planning, mitigation and response 

organizations with a unique opportunity to minimize 

the consequences on vulnerable communities. In this 

presentation, an integrated hazard-vulnerability system 

is described. The system, referred to as NEES 

Integrated Seismic Risk Assessment Framework 

(NISRAF) develops and implements advanced site 

response-based hazard mapping, use of free-field and 

infrastructure instrumentation, and advanced hybrid  

(analysis-testing) tools to provide refined estimates of 

earthquake impact. 

     The components of the system and their theoretical 

background are described, followed by application 

cases from the west coast of the USA as well as projections onto the impact on transportation systems in the Midwest 

region. NISRAF functions are all driven by a single graphical user interface that communicates with site response 

software, hazard mapping algorithms, deployed instrumentation, model updating tools, and testing equipment as well 

as fragility models and transportation network flow analysis to derive impact estimations of a level of accuracy not 

available before. The system is currently used in a couple of other locations around the world.  
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